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from the
eDitor

In view of keeping our readers updated about the business and giving them creative 
bits of knowledge and patterns, the highlights of this publication also is assortment 
of articles and views about areas concerning the current state of affairs.

Beginning with this issue, it mentions about, budget 2017 -18 & its key highlights. You 
would also read about The Real Estate flash back for 2016 along with opportunities 
in 2017 along with the new policy regulations which have been introduced recently.
GST Implementation is another interesting focus of this time wherein you would get 
a comprehensive analysis & information related to the recent market needs, action 
items & its technological framework.

Managing Work Life Harmony is another interesting read that you would find which 
mentions about how to achieve work life harmony. It also contributes to an article 
about Stress: know it, to beat it which mentions about the problems related to stress 
along with cures.

Academia-Industry Partnership is another interesting article that talks about per-
forming in the corporate environment is both a challenge and an opportunity.

I am honoured to share with you the work of a few committed and thoughtful peo-
ple. Also, feel free to share your thoughts with us on the email.

With this, I leave you to read. We enjoyed putting up this edition together and hope 
you would enjoy reading it.

Thank You!

Babar Mian
Editor in Chief & Head HR - India Operations
PAMAC Finserve Pvt Ltd.
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 Managing Work Life Harmony
s.v. nathan 

ThE Work LIFE 
BALAnCE 
The Secret
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The Work Life BaLance – The secreT 

It struck me one day that certain generations never suffered from this 
ailment. My father never had an issue with work life balance. Neither did 
his father. Both of them were working day and night to eke out a living 
and making ends meet. I was then convinced that this was a problem of 
my generation. And looked at myself in the mirror. And went up to grand-
mother the wise one in the house. She sat me down and explained it to 
me. And then I met my brother in law, who was another wise man and 
he gave me another secret sauce. And a few friends and have stitched 
together what I have learnt.

WhaT is Work Life harmony?

So this is about a fine balance between working and things that we would 
like to do, perhaps non work related, including leisure. Harmony is about 
a peaceful balance between work and life. Today one does not unplug 
from work and work carries on endlessly. In some way we complain about 
it. It is like staying in a cage and complain when we have the keys to the 
‘cage’. To add to the woes, we now have social media that has encroached 
into our lives.

Deloitte Human Capital Trends 2016 indicates that demographic upheav-
al has made the workforce more diverse. Millennials now make up more 

than half the workforce. 

The 2017 Deloitte Millennial Survey highlights 
that 84 percent of millennials reported some 
degree of flexible working in their organizations. 
This flexibility ranges from employees choosing 
when they start/ finish their work and choosing 
to work from office, from home or from other 
locations. Organizations realise that while all em-
ployees in the workforce look forward to work 
life harmony, their concept of work life harmony 
varies with their personal aspirations. Each pro-
fessional has a unique approach to achieve work 
life harmony.

hoW i achieve my Work Life harmony?

With my professional journey spanning over 
three decades I have, time and again, redefined 
my work life harmony. At times the organisation 
and its goals are super ordinate and at times, my 
personal space holds centre stage. My work life 
harmony is based on three fundamental concepts 
that I truly believe and live every day:

a. Physical well-being:

No mind can focus with an unsound body. Physical well-
being is of utmost importance as it energizes me to give my best in ev-
erything that I do. I religiously follow my exercise routine and meditate 
to ensure that my body and mind are strong to help me accomplish my 
professional and personal commitments. I usually run every other day.

b. Define ‘my time’:

I have always made a conscious effort to define ‘My time’ in 
my daily schedule. This is a time dedicated to do activities 

that help me achieve my purpose of life: to lead a good life by creating 
happiness for myself and people in my life. ‘My time’ involves being avail-
able for my family and friends through their days of joys and sorrows. It 
involves doing something, even if this is small, and spending time with 
them. An Annual Holiday is a must !!

c. Living in the present: 

Well- being is about well-doing. I live in the present and 
make the most of each moment. I have an intense focus without any 
distractions in every activity that I do. This focus enables me to achieve 
‘well-doing’. It ensures that I am able to plan my day better, prepare well 
for tomorrow and avoid stress. For me, well-doing is an integral part of 

WhaT is Work 
Life harmony?
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S.V. Nathan
Partner and Chief Talent Officer 

Deloitte India

well-being. 

I consistently apply these three principles to achieve work life harmony, 
reduce stress and align with the purpose of my life. 

Work Life harmony @ DeLoiTTe

Employee well-being and work life harmony is at the heart of Deloitte 
values. At Deloitte, we have co-related work life harmony with various 
elements of a professional’s life. Work life harmony initiative at Deloitte 
is a holistic approach at providing time offs, flexible work arrangements, 
maintaining an energized body and an engaged mind. 

a. Time offs: 

Deloitte has designed various time-off options to encourage 
professionals to spend time with their family and close ones. The concept 
of ‘Happiness Time off’ enables professionals to avail half days on their 
anniversary or birthday. The ‘annual blocked leave’ in December provides 
one week off to all professionals giving them an opportunity to plan their 
vacations and accomplish personal aspirations. 

b. flexible work options:

Options of flexible work hours is an alternative to profession-
als who can work from their homes with the permission of their team 
leaders. This is of immense use to new working  mothers  and those who 
have to attend to their family and can be available for office hours.  These 
options provide a comfortable work schedule to professionals while con-

tinuing to support the life and develop their careers. 

c. emofit’:

‘EmoFit’ provides a platform for the mental well-being of 
professionals. This program provides immediate confidential 

support by a third-party vendor on a wide range of well-being topics in-
cluding emotional fitness. EmoFit program also extends to the families of 
our professionals.

d. ‘fiTcheck’ and ‘fiTBites’:

To ensure physical well-being of professionals, routine health 
check-ups are organized under the ‘FITCheck’ initiative. This 

is supplemented by ‘FITBites’; which is a series of communication on 
health tips to keep the workforce healthy. 
These options help professionals to unwind from work and accomplish 
their personal aspirations. Deloitte benefits by having an engaged and 
loyal workforce that is willing to go above and beyond their call of duty.

concLusion

Work Life harmony can be achieved by listing our life’s priorities and in 
consultation with the family. And putting a plan and adhering to it. And 
as for dealing with the social media – and I am an active member – all I 
can say is that that is the mobile needs to be put away and the time with 
the family is more important. Lastly, work is a means to an end, not the 
end in itself.

We need to do a better job of putting 
ourselves higher on our own ‘to do’ list.

-Michelle Obama
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ANSHUMAN 
MAGAZINE

Chairman
India & South East Asia, CBrE

The year 2016 was in many ways a year of landmark decisions- a 
year of constant economic transition with the government clear-
ing long-pending legislations and introducing new, encompass-

ing policies. The year was of significant importance for the real estate 
[RE] sector also, with sweeping measures introduced with the view to 
improve transparency and accountability, thereby spurring investment 
and end-user activity in the sector. Several steps taken by the Govern-

ment in recent times—from Demonetization,  Real Estate Regulatory Act 
[RERA] and the Goods and Services Tax [GST], to Real Estate Investment 
Trusts [REITs]—have all been implemented for improving the ease of do-
ing business in this sector, as well as for increasing investor confidence. 
Post implementation, these policy changes are likely to attract more in-
stitutional investments into the Indian realty market—from domestic as 
well as overseas institutions.

2016
The Real Estate Flash Back 
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oPPorTuniTies WiTh neW PoLicy reguLaTions

• Demonetization: 

The Indian Government canceled the legal tender denomination notes 
of INR 500 and INR 1,000 issued by the Reserve Bank of India [RBI], with 
effect from November 8, 2016. The impact of this drive was felt every-
where. While the residential sector saw a marginal dip in land/secondary 
transactions, there was also a dip in home loan rates which might spur 
end-user demand. The retail sector too saw some impact with sales of 
luxury goods witnessing a short term dip. On the office sector front, with 
possible investor interest shifting from residential to office, institutional 
funding may increase. All in all, the move will improve transparency and 
we can see a boost in investor and developer confidence.

• real estate [regulation and Development] act or rera: 

The much awaited Real Estate [Regulation and Development] Act or RERA 
- covering both residential and commercial realty segments - was passed 
in March 2016. A number of states have already begun implementing the 
act. We believe that this will be a game changer for the real estate and 
construction sector going forward. It has been among the key measures 
the Government is trying to implement for the development and regula-
tory transparency of the real estate sector in India.

Once implemented in the right spirit, it will not only help regulate the 
sector and promote transparency, but could also facilitate greater vol-
umes of domestic as well as overseas investment flows into the sector. 
The confidence of home buyers in the property market is also likely to 
revive as a result of the same. The Act is expected to be a significant 

The implementation of GST, easing of FDI and REIT norms and 
the demonetization drive are all in line with the government’s 
idea of a more open, investor friendly economy. While it may 
take some time for the actual impact of these measures to trickle 
down to end users, these policy initiatives are nonetheless likely 
to have an overall positive bearing on the sector in 2017.
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sentiment booster for end-users and investors alike. Overall, the Act is a 
landmark legislation which will change India’s real estate dynamics.

• goods and services Tax [gsT]: 

With the Lok Sabha clearing the four GST bills, India’s landmark tax re-
form, is expected to be rolled out for implementation from July 1, 2017. 
The GST Council, headed by Union Finance Minister Arun Jaitley, and 
comprising representatives from all states, is slated to meet in May this 
year to decide the rates that various goods and services will be charged 
in the new regime. The proposed destination-based tax will subsume the 
various indirect taxes currently levied by the central and state govern-
ments. Both the central and state governments will simultaneously levy 
GST across the value chain.

• real estate investment Trusts [reiTs]: 

Yet another game changing policy initiative has been the Government’s 
announcements on REITs. Post releasing a consultation paper in June 
2016, SEBI released updated guidelines on I-REITs in November 2016. 
The amendments to the guidelines cover various aspects: the REIT port-

folio, unit holders, other stakeholders, related parties along with other 
amendments, likely to encourage a more REIT-friendly environment. The 
amendments mainly focus on minimizing risks, increasing transparency, 
boosting investments, raising equitable autonomy between the various 
stakeholders, besides allowing for a wider REIT portfolio diversification.  
I-REITs is likely to become a reality in the year 2017, especially in the light 
of many steps undertaken by the government over the last two years. 
The introduction of a REIT market in India would significantly enhance the 
transparency and governance in the real estate market, imperative for 
greater public market scrutiny and attract more institutional fund flows 
into the sector.

The policy impetus in 2016 was done with a view to sustain economic 
growth in the long-term – the actual impact of most initiatives is likely to 
come to the fore in the medium to long term. The implementation of GST, 
easing of FDI and REIT norms and the demonetization drive are all in line 
with the government’s idea of a more open, investor friendly economy. 
While it may take some time for the actual impact of these measures to 
trickle down to end users, these policy initiatives are nonetheless likely to 
have an overall positive bearing on the sector in 2017.
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gst implementAtion issues – unboxeD!

The Goods and Services Tax [GST] is now a reality; the bill hav-
ing passed in the Parliament, the Government is now planning to 
roll out the implementation from July 01, 2017 across the coun-
try, replacing 12 major Indirect Taxes into ONE Indirect Tax.

What is gsTn? 

GSTN is established as a national agency for the GST implementa-
tion and is responsible for the creation and running of the Technology 
backbone. GSTN shall provide common Registration, Return filing and 
e-Payment services to the taxpayers and ensure integration of the GST 
Common Portal with existing tax administration systems of Central / 
State Governments and other stakeholders. It will also act as a Clearing 
House among the Centre and various States for transaction settlement[s]. 

Why iT is playing a key role?

The GST is a consumption based tax and also a wide and common tax base 
for the Centre and States, covering the whole value chain. It is also for the 
first time the most tightly linked processes involving all three stakeholders 
i.e. Buyers, Sellers and the Tax Authorities. The IT systems and processes 
are key for the roll-out of GST as the data is now captured at granular lev-
el, with Item- wise, Invoice-wise Reconciliation being made mandatory.

What are the action items for Businesses and Taxpayers?

In GST system, all Taxpayers have to provide details of all in-
voices along with all line items in a particular format for vari-

ous returns. This mandate will require some sort of automa-
tion at Taxpayer[s] end. Most Taxpayers who already have 
automated systems, will require tweaking to comply with this mandate. 

In GST regime, buyers’ various returns will be auto-populated 
based on Seller filing. This brings in additional complexity to match 
seller uploaded invoice and to accept / reject / modify these in-
voices. GST system will not allow duplicate invoice uploads.

Most of the taxpayers have to now file three re-
turns in a month [Amendments not included]. 

Large amounts of data need to be uploaded in the return[s], 
thus automation will be the need of the hour for taxpayers.

Who is a gsP?

The GSTN has selected 34 GSPs [GST Suvidha Providers] for helping 
the taxpayers implement the IT systems and processes in a smooth 
manner. The GSPs will be connected to the GSTN system through a se-
cured, dedicated communication channel with real-time updates and 
in-turn they shall service the Taxpayers with their software solutions. 
These solutions can vary from business to business based on the Tax-
payer’s existing / planned Accounting / IT Systems for proving compli-
ance to the GST act. The GSPs are also expected to bring out innovative 
solutions via in-depth understanding of the taxpayers’ specific needs.

India GST
Monthly Return ProcessingSeller

Communicate discrepancies to supplier

Reconcile Update

11 - 16th of the 

month

GSP/ASP
System

GST
System

Buyer

4. Revised GSTR 1

by 17th  of next month

2. Download GSTR 24 - In-

ward Supplies

11 th of next month

GSTR 2 - Upload Revised Return

by 17 th

5. GSTR 3 Monthly Return

by 20th of next month

1. GSTR 1 - Outward Supplies

by 10th  of next month

5. GSTR 3 - M
onthly Returns

by 20th  of next month

e: GST.Sure@PAMAC.com

www.gstsure.com

e: GST.Sure@PAMAC.com

www.gstsure.com
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What are the market needs?

The Taxpayers can be divided in to broadly three categories: Cor-
porate, Small and Medium Enterprises [SME] and Small Tax Pay-
ers [Including Individuals]. All the three segments operate in 
different environments and have different accounting systems and pro-
cesses. The Broad GST requirements for these entities are classified below:

What are the action items?

Each business has to immediately carry out following Four 
Activities:

1.Impact Analysis: Understand how the new GST Act is impacting the way 
the Sourcing, Production, Distribution, Trading and Servicing has to be re-
engineered for efficiency and ease of conducting business.
2. IT Assessment: Understand the present / planned Accounting / IT sys-
tems and their upgradations; and, requirement gathering across busi-
nesses.
3. GSP Engagement: Identify suitable GSP partner for the GST compliance 
software / interface, which is mandatory if the business is System-to-
System driven.
4. Training: Identify the key stakeholders and train them in the new sys-
tems and processes.

BodhTree - Pamac Partnership:

BodhTree is a Selected GSP, offering GSP solutions to all three 
segments of business, besides having ready-to-deploy archi-
tecture for Large Corporates with ERPs like SAP, Oracle, etc. 

Leveraging on it’s Pan-India presence and credentials, 
PAMAC in partnership with BodhTree & Sreeven is imple-
menting and offering these GSP Solutions across the country. 

For more details or Business Enquiries, you may connect 
with manish.newatia@Pamac.com

ERP's, Accounting, 
Invoicing, POS Solutions

Custom or Industry
Specific Solutions

Manual Records
maintained by CA's

Accountants

Source Systems
Transactions of all businesses need to flow to GST system.
System to system integration possible only through GSP.
Application Service providers [ ASP ] would provide value 
added solutions that connect businesses with GSP's and 
with service pre & post transactions.

ASP Solutions GSP Portal GSP - GST Server GST System

Technology Framework

• Counter party 
compliance tracking.
• Need for data privacy.
• Complex operations
• Manufacturing, job work, 
distribution network, 
credit handing..
• Need for continuous 
reporting.

• Business solutions do not 
reflect the groth/size.
• These businesses 
often run on accounting 
solution.
• CRM solutions often are 
not integrated.
• Indirect tax needs met by 
accounting staff.
• Solutions to augment the 
need.

• Compliance needs met 
by tax practioners, char-
tered accountants.
• CA's/TRP's often manage 
multiple accounts.
• No solution that would 
reflect status across ac-
counts.
• No tools available to tap 
into the network.

SAP, Oracle EBS, Infor LN MS Dynamics, Accounting Packages Spreadsheets, CA's, TRP's

Market needs
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LinkedIn releases the list of recruiters in India who have been ahead 
of the curve when it comes to recruiting smartly. From helping pro-
fessionals discover and explore their dream jobs to fueling busi-

ness growth, these recruiters continue to reimagine possibilities. This 
year, LinkedIn celebrates the spirit “possibilities” with recruiters who 
make dreams possible and connect the dots in the world of networking. 

The top social recruiters list of 2017 includes professionals from start-ups, 
internet businesses, and technology companies. These top recruiters are 
ranked based on their effectiveness in attracting and hiring quality talent 
using LinkedIn.

The list was compiled based on each recruiter’s LinkedIn Recruiter Index 
[LRI]* for the period starting January 2016 to December 2016. Addition-
ally, engagement level on the platform was also taken into consideration. 
The list acknowledges multiple recruiters from each organization, recog-
nizing every recruiter’s efforts and contributions.

The recruiters who have made it to the top 5 amongst 40 other 
social recruiters in India include:

name    organization
Manish Chandra Gupta  Orange Business Services
Radhika Chandan   VMWARE, INC.
Priyanka Rishi   McKinsey & Company
Tripti Pathak Tripathi  GENPACT
Abhinav Sharma   Orange Business Services

“The job market today has transformed into a candidate’s marketplace 
wherein candidates choose their employers, as opposed to recruiters 
choosing them. Social platforms have played a significant role in bringing 
about this transformation by giving candidates the luxury of accessing 
information about companies, their culture and opportunities at their fin-
gertips. Our data reconfirms this shift by showing that 32% Indian profes-
sionals land a new job through social professional networks. Understand-
ing this shift, organizations are restructuring their recruiting teams to 
work on building relationships with potential candidates and engage with 
them on relevant platforms. This move is creating an ecosystem where 
recruiters, organizations and job seekers interact for individual, profes-
sional, and business growth,” said Irfan Abdulla, Director, Talent So-
lutions, LinkedIn India.

To view the other top social recruiters in India, click here. Join conversa-
tions on social media by using the official hashtag #topAPACrecruiters.
 
ABouT LInkEDIn rECruITEr InDEx

LinkedIn's Top Social Recruiters showcases the most effective re-
cruiters who have been successful at embracing social recruiting. 
We ranked talent acquisition professionals based on their effec-
tiveness of attracting and hiring quality talent using LinkedIn. 
This list was compiled based on each LinkedIn Recruiter user's 
LinkedIn Recruiter Index [LRI].

irfan Abdulla
The list celebrates recruiters who believe in the power of possibilities

The recruiters who have made it to the top 5 
amongst 40 other social recruiters in India include:

manish chandra gupta
Orange Business Services

radhika Chandan
VMWARE, INC.

Priyanka rishi
McKinsey & Company

Tripti Pathak Tripathi
GENPACT

abhinav sharma
Orange Business Services
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Irfan Abdulla
Director

Talent Solution, LinkedIn India

 LRI quantifies a recruiter’s effectiveness at using LinkedIn Re-
cruiter by measuring four essential criteria:

 • Build: Establishing a professional presence on LinkedIn with a com-
plete profile.
 
• Find: Efficiently identifying qualified candidates using search and re-
search tools.
 
• Engage: Engaging candidates with personalized conversations
 
• Manage: Collaborating and organizing your work to maximize team 
effectiveness and efficiency.
 
ABouT LInkEDIn

LinkedIn connects the world’s professionals to make them more produc-
tive and successful and transforms the ways companies hire, market, 
and sell. Our vision is to create economic opportunity for every member 
of the global workforce through the ongoing development of the world’s 
first Economic Graph. LinkedIn has more than 467 million members and 
has offices around the world.

meDia conTacTs:
   Sumangala Verma

Edelman for LinkedIn
sumangala.verma@edelman.com

+91 9820230443

Deepa Sapatnekar
LinkedIn India
dsapatnekar@linkedin.com
+91 9920131177 

The top social recruiters list of 2017 
includes professionals from start-ups, 
internet businesses, and technology 
companies. These top recruiters are ranked 
based on their effectiveness in attracting 
and hiring quality talent using LinkedIn.
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We hear a lot about stress, but what is it? Taber's Cyclopedic 
Medical Dictionary defines stress as "the result produced 
when a structure, system or organism is acted upon by forc-

es that disrupt equilibrium or produce strain". In simpler terms, stress 
is the result of any emotional, physical, social, economic, or other fac-
tors that require a response or change. It is generally believed that some 
stress is okay [sometimes referred to as "challenge" or "positive stress"] 
but when stress occurs in amounts that you cannot handle, both mental 
and physical changes may occur.  

Many of us spend a large chunk of our working lives at work, but rarely 
do we give much thought to how our on-the-clock environment might be 
affecting how we feel around the clock. "Workplace stress" then is the 
harmful physical and emotional responses that can happen when there 
is a conflict between job demands on the employee and the amount of 
control an employee has over meeting these demands. In general, the 
combination of high demands in a job and a low amount of control over 
the situation can lead to stress.

Still, you might be wondering why. Why would stress make us sick? 
Why would an emotional feeling wreak havoc on our bodies? 
Stress isn't only a feeling. "Stress isn't just in your head,". It's a 
built-in physiologic response to a threat. When you're stressed, 
your body responds. Your blood vessels constrict. Your blood 
pressure and pulse rise. You breathe faster. Your bloodstream is 
flooded with hormones such as cortisol and adrenaline. When 
you're chronically stressed, those physiologic changes, over 
time, can lead to health problems. What are some of the most 

significant health problems related to stress? 

here is a LisT of Ten heaLTh ProBLems reLaTeD To sTress:

1. heart disease. Researchers have long suspected that the undue stress 
over a long period of time can lead to a higher risk of high blood pressure 
and heart problems. Stress can directly increase heart rate and blood 
flow, and causes the release of cholesterol and triglycerides into the 
blood stream. It's also possible that stress is related to other problems 
-- an increased likelihood of smoking or obesity -- that indirectly increase 
the heart risks. Doctors do know that sudden emotional stress can be a 
trigger for serious cardiac problems, including heart attacks. People who 
have chronic heart problems need to avoid acute stress -- and learn how 
to successfully manage life's unavoidable stresses -- as much as they can.

2. asthma. Many studies have shown that stress can worsen asthma. 
Some evidence suggests that a parent's chronic stress might even in-
crease the risk of developing asthma in their children. One study looked 
at how parental stress affected the asthma rates of young children who 
were also exposed to air pollution or whose mothers smoked during 
pregnancy. The kids with stressed out parents had a substantially higher 
risk of developing asthma.

3. obesity. Excess fat in the belly seems to pose greater health risks than 
fat on the legs or hips -- and unfortunately, that's just where people with 
high stress seem to store it. Stress causes higher levels of the hormone 
cortisol, and that seems to increase the amount of fat that's deposited in 
the abdomen." 

Stress: know it, to beat it
Dr. shAshAnk khArAbAnDA

Stress is the result of any 
Emotional, Physical, Social, 
Economic, or other factors that 
require a response or change
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4. Diabetes. Stress can not only be a precursor to diabetes but can also 
worsen diabetes in two ways. First, it increases the likelihood of bad be-
haviours, such as unhealthy eating and excessive drinking. Second, stress 
seems to raise the glucose levels of people with type 2 diabetes directly.

5. headaches. Stress is considered one of the most common triggers for 
headaches -- not just tension headaches, but migraines as well.

6. Depression and anxiety. It's probably no surprise that chronic stress 
is connected with higher rates of depression and anxiety. One survey of 
recent studies found that people who had stress related to their jobs -- 
like demanding work with few rewards -- had an 80% higher risk of devel-
oping depression within a few years than people with lower stress. 

7. gastrointestinal problems. Here's one thing that stress doesn't do 
-- it doesn't cause ulcers. However, it can make them worse. Stress is also 
a common factor in many other GI conditions, such as chronic heartburn 
[or gastroesophageal reflux disease, GERD] and irritable bowel syndrome 
[IBS] etc.

8. alzheimer's disease. One animal study found that stress might worsen 
Alzheimer's disease, causing its brain lesions to form more quickly. Some 
researchers speculate that reducing stress has the potential to slow down 

the progression of the disease.

9. accelerated aging. There's actually evidence that stress can affect 
how you age. One study compared the DNA of mothers who were under 
high stress -- they were caring for a chronically ill child -- with women who 
were not. Researchers found that a particular region of the chromosomes 
showed the effects of accelerated aging. Stress seemed to accelerate ag-
ing about 9 to 17 additional years.

10. Premature death: A study looked at the health effects of stress by 
studying elderly caregivers looking after their spouses -- people who are 
naturally under a great deal of stress. It found that caregivers had a 63% 
higher rate of death than people their age who were not caregivers. And 
the same can be contributed to office stress as well, lately the rate of 
heart attacks and untimely deaths of young professionals have become a 
cause of grave concern in the corporate world in India.

While the number of health problems related to stress might be alarm-
ing, don't despair. Studies suggest that stress management techniques 
will not only make you feel better, but they might have concrete health 
benefits. For instance, one study of heart attack survivors found that 
taking a stress management class slashed their risks of a second cardiac 
event by 74%. There's even some evidence that stress management will 
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improve immunity.

Still, many of us remain sceptical about stress management. After all, our 
lives are just plain stressful. We have busy jobs, families to raise, tight fi-
nances, and no time to spare. Stress management might seem like a nice 
idea, but completely impossible. It's true that you might not be able to 
remove all the stressful things from your life. But you can change how you 
respond to them. That's what stress management is all about, learning 
some basic stress relief techniques isn't difficult, either.

6 Ways To fighT Back againsT sTress -- anD imProve your 
hEALTh

The next time you feel stressed, here are four stress relief tips 
you can try.

1. Breathe deeply. Just a few minutes of deep breathing can calm you 
and tame the physiologic stress response. While building in a specific 
time to relax each day is a good idea, one advantage to deep breathing 
for stress relief is that you can do it anywhere -- at your desk or in your 
[parked] car, for instance.

Doctors recommend that as you breathe out, you relax a specific muscle 
group. Start with the muscles in your jaw. On the next breath out, relax 
your shoulders then move through the different areas of your body until 
you're feeling calm.

2. focus on the moment. When you're stressed, you're probably living 
in the future or the past. You're worried about what to do next or regret-
ful about something you've already done. To get some stress relief, in-

stead try focusing on what you're doing right now. You can calm yourself 
by bringing yourself back to the present moment. If you're walking, feel 
the sensation of your legs moving. If you're eating, focus on the taste and 
the sensation of the food.

3. reframe the situation. So you're already running late and then find 
yourself stuck in terrible traffic. Getting worked up is a natural reaction, 
but it won't help you at all. Rather than swearing and pounding the steer-
ing wheel, get a different perspective. Look at that time as an opportunity 
-- a few minutes to yourself where you don't have any other obligations.

4. keep your problems in perspective. It might seem Pollyannaish, but 
the next time you're feeling stressed out, think about the things for which 
you're grateful. We get stressed when we focus so much on a specific 
problem that we lose perspective. "You need to remind yourself of the 
basic ways in which you're lucky -- that you have family and friends, peo-
ple with whom you can share your life. It can be a surprisingly effective 
method for stress relief.

5. exercise. While these stress management techniques can help in the 
moment, you can also make a few larger changes to your way of life. 
Regular exercise is a key to long-term stress management; people who 
exercise tend to have better moods and more energy than people who 
don't. What's more, regular exercise will independently lower your risks 
for many health problems.

6. Learn to relax. Learning some relaxation techniques, meditation, or 
yoga will help with stress management, too. Getting good at any of these 
approaches will take a little time and practice, but the payoff for your 
short-term mood and long-term health could be substantial.

Dr. Shashank Kharabanda, 
M.D, I.E.S.C [England]

Director
Jeevarth Group of Hospitals

Doctors recommend that as you breathe out, 
you relax a specific muscle group. Start with the 
muscles in your jaw. On the next breath out, relax 
your shoulders then move through the different 
areas of your body until you're feeling calm.
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Business schools have been the focal point of 
taking in the principal abilities and mastery 
concerning business and administration. The 

theoretical foundations provided by B-schools in the 
long run changes the young graduates into turning 
into the foundation's of business. Desires and obliga-
tions in the work place are altogether different and 
testing contrasted with that in the B-school. Thus 
conquering any hindrance between the B-School and 
corporate desires has turned out to be the basic need. 
In today's circumstances jobs available is enormously 
outnumbered by the number of people applying for 
them. MBA graduates are not exposed to the multi 
cultural, high risk jobs engaging in the industry are 
believed to have strong theoretical and academic 
knowledge of business skills without any practical 
exposure. There are few ways you, as job aspirants, 
can develop your skills through our education system
An overview done by McKinsey Global Institute dem-
onstrates that multinationals find just 25% of Indian 
engineers employable, and as per NASSCOM, there 
are more than three million graduates and post-
graduates added each year to the Indian workforce. 

The business has had its share of difficulties in get-
ting their positions filled. Not just have they brought 
down their enlisting norms at the base of the pyramid 
keeping in mind the end goal to be completely staffed, 
they have set up preparing projects to make their 
contracts gainful. Be that as it may, this circumstance 
is unsustainable in light of the fact that it wrecks ef-
ficiency and there is not a reasonable model for 
bosses to create their own particular representatives. 

While we can't foresee the sort of occupations that 
would be accessible later on, there is no halting all 
employment applicants, industry and the training 
framework from get ready for these employments. 
One of the ways to deal with handle the occupation 
preparation issue over the Indian workforce is for the 
ventures, the scholarly world and the employment 
applicants to work in association with each other.

inDustry - AcADemiA pArtnership
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 Managing complexity and uncertainty in Higher Education Institutions
Dr.sandhir sharma

higher education has become a swarming global marketplace and, 
as such, is not excused to changes touching modern society–—an 
increasingly global, digital, and dynamic environment. Scholars, 

opinion leaders, and institutional decision makers, who actively shape 
the academic landscape, have attempted to predict how the field of 
Higher Education will be influenced by environmental trends. There is a 
general consensus that the future of academia is and will be complicated, 
challenging, and uncertain; some authors view this future with optimism, 
whereas others foresee doomsday scenarios. 

Most analyses of the current and future condition of Higher Education 
results on several kinds of conclusions. It is being noticed that business 
ethos and practices are becoming acceptable in Higher education and in-
dustry is also accepting to share the responsibility of developing skilled 
workforce through university system. There are some emerging claims 
that Higher education institutions need to develop competitive strategies 
to assess drivers of change, respond to such change and develop poli-
cies and strategic guidelines that allow for evolution [or may say revolu-
tion] to happen. A lot depends on natural environment of country and 
approach to deal with Higher education. 

There seems to three basic missions of Universities: teaching, research 
and public service. I find all these in state of conflict with one another 

because of approach, regulator and policies in place. The environment 
has become increasingly marketized. One example is Higher education in-
stitutions in India must behave like for profit organizations and must also 
serve as non-profit organizations, prioritizing public good and serving as 
providers of knowledge and path for educational development. So task of 
Higher Education Private Institutions, in the light of present ecosystem, 
is to work for public welfare while maintaining profitability and cutting 
costs in absence of almost no financial support from Govt. authorities. It 
sounds so conflicting and confusing. 

It is also noticed that some institutions have been tempted to neglect so-
cietal aspects in the rush for income and prestige. It is highly recommend-
ed that any discussion on strategy in this sector should carefully consider 
the societal scope and nature of the organizations involved.  This means 
that in order to develop a path, a given Higher Education institution must 
focus on both the organizational level [sustain its ability to compete in 
the market] and on the sector level [maintain its capacity to provide value 
for society through knowledge creation and dissemination. In the recent 
past the field of education around the world has undergone substantial 
deregulation and the sectors need to react on competitive environment – 
this is a trend quite similar to other companies from different industries.

So it is the time to debate on key trends that decision makers in the sector 
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should consider.  The objective is to help university managers and policy 
makers to prepare themselves and to be able to avoid/answer future cri-
sis.

Importance for a nation’s development and global reputation
In a globalized world, knowledge, research and innovation are becom-
ing increasingly important resources, and these developments are in-
fluencing the societal role of universities. More specifically, the power 
to commercialize knowledge has become critical towards ensuring the 
future growth of universities. Further more, in a global market, Higher 
education institutions are key players in enhancing the positions of their 
respective countries by fostering innovation.  Higher education institu-
tions are strong affiliations to national growth. Despite such national ori-
entation, Higher education institutions strive for internationalization in 
terms of global curriculum, students and faculty. There has been more 
examples of serving new geographies in Higher institutions by interna-
tional partnerships, exchange programs, inbound/outbound students & 
several short/long term mobility programs.
 
This trend of international suggests that we will observe increasing com-
petition at institutional national and international levels in which each 
geographical region becomes more crowded with institution.

Delay in adopting business practices and an entrepreneurial ap-
proach. There has been a delay noticed in adopting business practices 
though we see a a lot of Higher education institutions engaged in increas-
ingly complex marketing activities, focusing multiple targets, medias and 
geographies. Higher education institutions have been slow to adjust to 
the need for a more business-oriented approach. For centuries, educa-
tion has been considered a public good, shaped by many entities at both 
supranational and national levels, with the consequence that concepts 
such as autonomy and accountability are relatively new for many uni-
versities. 

Faculty members in the university are not market oriented hence hinder-
ing the capacities of Higher education institutions to adapt to the chang-
ing marketplace. Although, in a job market companies need Higher edu-
cation degrees but the skill sets and competencies that students must 
acquire to enter the job market differ. Noticeably, there are numerous 
calls for redesign of curricula. Another challenge is regarding knowledge 
creation. It is too often the Universities encourage publications written 
for purely a academic perspective, focusing on scientific research; pub-
lishable in top journals and read mainly by academic. Such publications 
are deciding the Professor’s growth/promotion. This approach complete-
ly neglects other stakeholders – practitioners and students in primes.

Technology and Socio Demographic trends encourage rapid 
transformation. Technology has changed the rules of the game. Media 
and Music industry have already faced the heat of technological trans-
formation. Education is the next sector. Technological intervention is all 
about cost reduction, accessibility, knowledge creation and dissemina-
tion. Technology has added speed to research efforts of academia world. 
There is a high influx of tech-savvy students. Current university candi-
dates are digital natives who act as rational and informed customers 
when selecting universities. Demographic and sociocultural trends have 
influenced not only student behavior but also the composition of the stu-
dent body itself.  Today’s class room has diversity and technology both. 
Faculty needs to be smarter than students.

Scare resources with in an ever-more competitive and global HE 
market. The importance of designing fund raising activities that target 
companies and alumni and of developing executive education activities 
has increased manifold. The growing form of deregulation of Higher 
Education sector across the world has increased universities autonomy, 
self-organization, and accountability. The massification of education has 
made competition in the Higher education sector even more stringent.  
Now Universities need to compete in a crowded, global marketplace and 
the consequent need to market themselves to attract students, maximize 
revenues, adopting consumerist approach and catering more to students’ 
wishes. The trend has also negatively impacted the academic standards.

so there seems to be three major challenges: 

a] enhancing higher eDucaTion insTiTuTions’ PresTige anD 
markeT share in a consoLiDaTing gLoBaL eDucaTion mar-
kET

It is well established that Higher Education institutions reflect the idea 
that to address the challenge of enhancing the prestige of \institutions, 
decision makers must focus not only on the quality of education and re-
search produced but also on their institutions’ positioning in external ac-
creditations and rankings [including league tables] and in stakeholders’ 
minds. A key stakeholder group to be considered in this context is alumni, 

This trend of international suggests 
that we will observe increasing 
competition at institutional national 
and international levels in which 
each geographical region becomes 
more crowded with institution.

Delay in adopting business practices 
and an entrepreneurial approach.

Technology and Socio Demographic 
trends encourage rapid 
transformation.

Scare resources with in an ever-more 
competitive and global HE market.
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who are becoming ever more crucial. 
There needs to increase the capacity of university curricula to respond 
to the evolving requirements of the job market. Adopting focus on can-
didates’ employability, Higher education institutions will gain better vis-
ibility. 

Universities that do not respond to corporate demands by adapting their 
curricula to the needs of the job market will find it difficult to compete 
with rapidly emerging corporate universities. Universities should sup-
port their academic staff and encourage them to develop new pedagogi-
cal skills, relevant to companies and technology.  Universities present in 
physical should prepare themselves to compete with full-fledged private 
online courses which are gaining market share

B] emBrace a DeePer enTrePreneuriaL minDseT WiTh cor-
resPonDing moDus oPeranDi anD Decision-making aP-
Proaches

Each university’s management should commit to a complete rethinking of 
its strategy, starting with redefinition of the institution’s mission, vision, 
values, and strategic guidelines.  Embracing an entrepreneurial approach 
implies that academics must become academic managers, meaning that 
although they will continue to contribute to the quality and reputation of 
their respective institutions through teaching and research–—which will 
remain the key components of their roles 

Higher education boards should ask themselves to which extent Profes-
sors [and staff] should undergo professionalization to enhance their ca-
pacity to act as academic-managers who launch and facilitate organiza-
tional reforms in educational systems. Furthermore, heads of institutions 
and institutional leaders should further think about supporting mecha-
nisms that can contribute to enacting desired managerial initiatives. 

c] exPanD Links, inTeracTions anD vaLue co-creaTion WiTh 
key sTake hoLDers.

All students expect the university experience to reflect the environment 

to which they are accustomed–—an environment that is currently char-
acterized by a high degree of participative collaboration. Higher educa-
tion institutions should adopt a student-centric perspective and ensure 
that they respond to these expectations, not only by adding technologies 
to current pedagogies and practice [indeed, some Professors have begun 
to timidly incorporate video and other media in their lectures] but also 
by completely reshaping current practices to incorporate interaction and 
co-learning. 

Ultimately, the shift to increase interactions and value co-creation with 
multiple stakeholders will lead to a revolution at the marketing level in 
line with the worldwide shift away from one-way communication be-
tween organizations and consumers–— in our case, universities and stu-
dents–—toward dialogue and participative communication. 

Currently, universities can and should further leverage their Internet and 
social media presences as a means of reaching tech-savvy candidates 
during the individual’s university selection process, and also as a basis for 
interaction and dialogue among students, alumni, managers, and univer-
sity faculty in the educational and knowledge-sharing processes. 

To conclude

The acknowledgement of being part of a crowded and global market-
place and the incredible speed of change over the past two decades have 
pushed Higher Education into a debate on the future sustainability of the 
sector as we know it today, similar to several other nonprofit and for-
profit industries. As in the business world, there is no clear answer as to 
how Higher Education institutions should react to increasing complexity 
and uncertainty; there are only processes to be put in place as potential 
coping mechanisms. 

In particular, Higher Education managers should define to what extent 
their institutions are able to incorporate business practices and digital so-
lutions as a means of adapting to the changing nature of education while 
preserving the university’s societal role. 

 It is being noticed that business ethos and 
practices are becoming acceptable in Higher 
education and industry is also accepting to 
share the responsibility of developing skilled 
workforce through university system.
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Business environment of the world is changing at a fast and unprec-
edented pace! What exists today will turn obsolete by tomorrow. 
Probably ‘change’ has survived as the only constant. One cannot 

predict the shape markets, technologies, products, services will take to-
morrow. Blue oceans like un-thought-of business models [Ola, Uber, Big-
basket, Myntra, Jabong, Flipkart], new softwares [Firefox, Safari, Adobe Il-
lustrator CC, Adobe Acrobat, Intuit QuickBooks Pro, Microsoft Office], new 
technologies [reversing paralysis, paying with your face, 360 degree-selfie, 
gene therapy, Cell Atlas, Cloud Computing], new products [nano-sensors, 
next generation batteries, autonomous vehicles, organs on chips, prac-
tical quantum computers], new services [digital markets, e-commerce, 
e-mail, Whatsapp, Google search engine, Facebook] have taken over the 
world at a wink. The subtle environment embedded with volatility, un-

certainty, complexity and ambiguity [VUCA] has become the order of the 
day. No stereotypes, no speculations, no calculations, no research seem 
to predict the dynamic generic changes taking place every microsecond!

Surviving and performing in this environment is both a challenge and 
an opportunity! The environment calls for trained professionals who 
have flexibility in their thoughts and actions, dynamism in their per-
sonality, rationality in their approach, excellent interpersonal skills and 
sharp analytical skills. The environment demands such professionals 
who have been trained for handling volatility and complexity; and have 
been nurtured with a high level of tolerance for ambiguity and uncer-
tainty. This environment requires professionals who are well-versed 
with the latest technology. The faith upheld is that when no theory 

Management has its origins in the military 
and specially during the great wars. The 
environment during a war is similar to the 
present environment which is VUCA. To act 
in such an environment called for special 
management and interpersonal skills and 
management techniques. 

Business environment of the world is changing at a fast 
and unprecedented pace! What exists today will turn 
obsolete by tomorrow.

Academia-Industry Partnership
rajiv Divekar
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will work, a rightly trained professional will crack the puzzle and get 
the ball rolling. All in all it calls for out of the box thinking, expecting 
the unexpected. Disruption is the new mantra and a game changer.

To prepare such a versatile workforce, the breeding ground has to take a 
call. The institutes need to impart basic concepts, theories, jargons and 
technological know-how to students; target holistic development of stu-
dents with a focus on value-addition, enrichment and extra-curricular 
courses/activities; and incorporate latest techniques in their teaching 
pedagogy. The use of Flip-class room technology, Massive Open Online 
Course [MOOC], Blended Learning, flip classrooms etc. is recommended 
to train the young minds to be well-equipped to perform in the VUCA 
environment in which the students step-in directly from the echelons 
of academia into the industry! No matter how one trains the Milleni-
als and Generation Z, their education will not be fruitful for business till 
they have sufficient industry exposure, a decent number of completed 
summer internships, a good number of finished live projects, many con-
ducted surveys etc. The industry exposure, 
internships, projects and surveys will give 
them a first-hand idea about the real busi-
ness environment and its fast changing dy-
namics in which they have to they have to 
function and so equip themselves for. Visits 
by industry people to the institutes for guest 
talks, seminars, colloquiums etc. will also 
help the students collect practical and useful 
insights/experience while they are still stu-
dents. In a way, On-the real job and off-the 
real job training of this generation of going-
to-be professionals should begin while they 
are still part of the academic institution. This 
is the utmost requirement of the times so 
that these students of today are able to make 
a difference as employees of tomorrow; and 
help the organization in its onward journey 
to growth and attainment of excellence.

For academic institutions a big hurdle in 
this process of preparing students for future 
comes with the unwillingness of the industry 
in giving projects and consultancies to aca-
demia because of unarticulated reasons of 
maintaining confidentiality of its business. 
This makes the struggle of training students 
tough and long for academic institutions. In 
addition to that, not many corporate people 
seek opportunities and are willing to share 
their corporate-experience with academia. 
This hampers the quality of the training pro-
vided by the academic institutions to the 

employees of tomorrow. The question for academia then is, how to 
simulate the work-environment of future for students to learn, swim 
and excel in? The responsibilities of academia and industry, in training 
the future generation of employees to face the business world with the 
right training, have to be discharged jointly by both-academia and indus-
try. The wall between the industry and academia has to be broken and 
partnerships established, if academia needs to prepare holistically de-
veloped students and industry aspires for properly groomed fresh hires.

For developing the right future workforce, interdependence and linkages 
have to be woven both ways-between academia and industry. Manage-
ment has its origins in the military and specially during the great wars. 
The environment during a war is similar to the present environment 
which is VUCA. To act in such an environment called for special manage-
ment and interpersonal skills and management techniques. This is what 
led to the origin of Operations Research, Supply Chain Management, In-
ventory Management, Logistics and Transport Management, Psychology 
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and Organizational Behaviour and Organisational Development. Later 
the same was picked up and incorporated by the industry in their  strat-
egy and operations. The academics too took a cue from the military and 
started war games, simulation and use of case studies in their pedagogy 
to bring in as much realism to real life functioning and simulate the  envi-
ronment of the industry. This helped in developing holistic managers who 
had an all round knowledge of all facets of the industry .

The contribution of academia cannot be overlooked in history. Innumer-
able achievements of academicians have been recognized the world over 
as a feat of Science and have enriched businesses. The Basic Science led 
to the Industrial Revolution and growth of Industry during the World War 
I.  Mass production, Japanese Management principles of Kaizen, Poka 
Yoke, Six Sigma, Research Methodology, Market Survey, Big Data-Algo-
rithms, Artificial Intelligence [AI], Knowledge Management, Patents are 
all contributions of academics to industry. Robotics, Marketing Strategy 
and Behavioural skills and many others too are the contributions of the 
academic world which are now part of industry.

Therefore, it is certain that without a strong and consistent partnership, 
both the academia and industry cannot flourish in their separate do-
mains. The two cannot survive independently. Collaborative partnership 
is the new mantra which is of mutual benefit and advantage to both. Aca-
demics learn from the ever changing dynamics of business and incorpo-
rate it in their curriculum by bringing in new courses, pedagogy and com-
ing up with new theories and models to substantiate it. These theories in 
turn are now taken by business as these are well developed and tested. 
So in effect one supports the other and this is a continuous process. Col-

laboration therefore is a force multiplier where the results are manifold 
and more certain. There are three areas of collaboration that exist be-
tween the Academics and Industry. Each of these is important. Firstly in a 
rapidly changing environment, industry personnel have to keep unlearn-
ing and learning new things to be relevant. Most businesses do not have 
the infrastructure and capability to ensure continuous training of their 
employees. This is most suitable to academic institutions who are in the 
business of teaching and learning. Secondly, academic institutions have 
the competence to do extensive and in-depth researches for business 
problems/issues; market surveys and develop models based on that re-
search. Thirdly, industry too can contribute in this relationship. Industry 
can  facilitate teachers interning in industry, industry-persons conducting 
guest-talks/seminars/ workshops, teaching courses students, mentoring 
students, being part of admission-process of academia, guiding entrepre-
neurs who need assistance with respect to incubation, funds or prepara-
tion of business-plan etc. It is evident that both academia and industry-
need to collaborate to create fruitful businesses. Interdependence and 
co-creation will pave the way for both to excel. 

To sum up, academia-industry partnership has to be developed for 
achieving excellence in business. Both are interdependent on each oth-
er. This partnership can be exercised at three levels- [i] institute train-
ing and preparing students; [ii] industry contributing to academics; and 
[iii] industry-institute collaboration for research. If these linkages grow 
strong then both will benefit. Business will grow and students trained 
in academic institutions will be able to adjust, understand the business 
nuances of the company and contribute and deliver towards growth and 
development from the very start. 

For academic institutions a big hurdle in 
this process of preparing students for future 
comes with the unwillingness of the industry 
in giving projects and consultancies to 
academia because of unarticulated reasons 
of maintaining confidentiality of its business.
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With the advancement of time PAMAC as an organization has also started to spread its wings into the world of software 
development. PAMAC has enriched itself with some of new age softwares. The most noteworthy to talk about at this hour 
would be PAMAC CALCULUS which is the online platform of PAMAC for processing . Introduction of CALCULUS was a giant 
leap for PAMAC and as we say we became more PERSISTENT, more AGILE, more MERITOCRATIC, more ACCESSIBLE and 
more COLLABORATIVE. 

PAMAC CALCULUS has been a leap towards advancement for us and in coming days we tend to move forward with many 
more developed softwares in our kitty to serve our clients better.

key features
• Easy & automatic allocation of cases:  With the help of 

CALCULUS the need of allocation of cases has also evapo-

rated. At present the cases are allocated automatically.

• Centralised activity:  Now the entire processing of files 

has become centralized activity and its become easy to 

keep a track of PAN INDIA location, thus focusing more on 

improved TAT.

• Zero paper work:  RPC CALCULUS brought a revolution 

into the world of operations. It has turned the entire pro-

cess into paperless activity.

• Focuses more on digitalisation: When the entire world is 

focusing on digitalisation, PAMAC is also not lagging behind. As the en-

tire activity has become automated, we as an organisation are focused 

on digitalisation.

• Increases productivity:  All these added features directly 

or indirectly helps us to extract the maximum from the 

executives and thus increasing productivity. 

• Less time consuming: These added features at CALCULUS 

makes the software more user friendly which helps us to 

complete our work with ease and thus consumes less time.

• Confidentiality: The most important requirement from 

the end of our client is to maintain confidentiality of the 

files which we do it effortlessly.  As it’s a paperless activ-

ity it becomes easier for us to maintain the confidentiality of the end 

customer.

regionAl processing centre [rpc] softwAre @ pAmAc
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B2B or B2C? This has been one of the most discussed topic in the 
last five years of our company. A lot of people have raised different 
kinds of questions on our take on B2B and B2C. And, there are a few 

other terms to complicate things further. You might have heard of C2C, B2G 
and B2B2C. Manoj Agarwal, co-founder, Xoxoday, shares some of his 
learnings over these years on this entire hoopla around these words. 

from B2c To B2B To c2c, We have iT aLL

When we started in 2012, we planned to build a B2C-based business. B2C 
consumer internet businesses were very popular during that period and 
we felt that consumers really wanted the product we were building :] 
We started with group and social gifting which was a pure play B2C idea. 
However, within 4-5 months we realized that the idea wasn't working 
the way we had thought it would. With some advice, we started taking 
'bulk' gifting orders. These bulk orders helped us grow the business, build 
momentum, learn the nuances of running a company, build a team, build 
a critical consumer base, supplier relations and much more. In manage-
ment jargon, this was nothing but a B2B business. While we kept following 
a B2B model, we kept using the learnings we drew from this journey and 
fine tuning our overall business model. The cash flow from B2B and the 
insights from these transactions helped us slowly build our B2C business.
Today, we have a healthy mix of B2B and B2C. Since, the world is mov-
ing towards a sharing economy and the kind of industry we are in, it 
makes a lot of sense for us to pursue C2C too. Hence, we have been 
working towards building a strong C2C model as well where 
experiences are sold ‘by the people, for the people'. Many ex-
periences and activities we provide are facilitated by the gov-
ernment, and hence some part of the business is B2G as well.

The questions never stopped…

…Nor did we

We always enjoyed people probing us and asking such questions. All 
these questions helped us improvise and fine tune our business. Some-
times people got confused and frustrated us with these questions. We 
faced questions from our employees and other stakeholders. But with 
the help of our mentors and our determination, we kept our momen-
tum high and tried to stay away from such distractions, while working on 
any feedback which had a direct impact on our customers or business. 

We slowly realized that many people don't really understand the 
true essence of B2C or B2B. They think these are fundamental busi-
ness model definitions while actually they are just channels to reach 
the consumer. To explain to some of these people, we tried to take a 
middle path by telling them that it’s not just B2B but it’s actually 
B2B2C. You might be thinking what is this new beast 'B2B2C'? In 
simple language, it’s a business transaction which happens between 
two businesses but the final consumption is by a consumer. Well, 
most of the B2B businesses are in fact B2B2C in terms of con-
sumption, but that's how we MBAs complicate your lives. 

Some of the best examples which reinforced 
our beliefs are:

B2B or B2C or C2C? It’s all Human to Human
manoj Agarwal

Why are you doing B2B and B2C together? Are 
you not losing focus?

Why are you wasting time on B2B, it’s so 
slow to grow?

Why are you not building a B2C 
and raising big rounds?

Do you think your B2B 
model is scalable?

Have you often seen multi-
billion dollars exits in B2B 
businesses recently?

01

02

03

04

05 We have faced various questions over the last 5 years around these jargons. I am sure 
many of you must have faced the same. Let me share some of these questions and 
incidents. In 2012-13, everyone was insane about consumer internet businesses, funded 
with millions of dollars. During these times, even though we were majorly B2C, our focus 
was more towards B2B.

01

02

03

04

05

While Facebook/Google's services are 
used by billions of consumers, most
of its revenues come from B2B.

The Cola giants are consumer brands, 
but they also have large B2B sales in 
hotels, restaurants, and more B2B.

Many travel brands 
have a B2C as well as 
a B2B channel.

      Most of the times, in a B2B transaction, the final consump-
tion is by the end consumer [the story behind another term 
B2B2C], e.g. MS Office might be sold to a business, but end 
user is a consumer.

Amazon sells to consumers as 
well as businesses.
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Some of our learnings in B2B and B2C over these years helped us 
find answers to some of these questions. None of these channels 
are better or worse than the other, none is easier or tougher 
than the other. It’s about how you maintain a balance between 
these channels as per your resources and external factors. 

Why are you 
doing B2C? 
Why don't 

you just focus 
on B2B?

Isn't B2C blowing 
up your money?

We have seen the 
B2C bloodbath 

before, we are seeing 
it now. Why don't you 
just grow your B2B? There has 

hardly been 
any B2C exit in 
a decade. Why 

do you want 
to do one?

Isn't B2B more 
profitable and 

sustainable 
than B2C?

01

02

03

04

05

In 2016, when many of these 
inflated consumer internet 

business models started failing, 
we faced a different set of 

questions like:

Does not require heavy marketing to begin

Helps to get immediate feedback and iterations

Financial planning is easy. You know the revenue pipeline and can 

You get a more controlled environment

Reach and scale may be limited

Entry barriers may be high due to business relationships vis-a-vis 

Helps to build early revenue and cash flows

Sales can be people dependent

The short head client business possesses risks of failure

Decision making may be complex due to multiple stakeholders

Generally high ticket deals

Usually long term

Lengthy sales cycles

High impact

Relationships are critical

plan your expenses accordingly

competition

Might need heavy marketing focus

Consumer feedback may take time

Iterations can be costly

It’s tough to gauge revenue pipeline and hence expenses can

Environment is lesser controlled

If your product works well, the ROI is very high

Reach and scale can be huge

Entry barriers may be low to acquire customers vis-a-vis competition

Helps to build early brand awareness

Sales are generally through a brand pull

High customer acquisition costs possess risks of failure

Decision maker is mostly an individual

overshoot

my understanding of B2B and B2c is as below:

01

02

03

04

08

12

05

09

13

06

10

14

07

11

15

B to B B to c
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The segmentation in terms of business (B2B) and consumer (B2C) behav-

ior is a misleading dichotomy to begin with. Today, we live in an economy 

where there is a thin line of difference between a buyer and a seller. The 

costs of starting businesses are small, people want to consume 

rather than build assets, people want to earn while 

they share. Hence anyone can be a seller or 

buyer. Businesses are going democratic 

and differences between B2B and B2C 

are getting blurred every minute.

Most of the businesses around the 

world have a good mix of B2B 

or B2C or B2G or C2C. The way 

many successful businesses look 

at these models are just 'chan-

nels'. Channels change with 

consumer preferences, macro 

and micro economic factors, a 

company's long term and short 

term plans, a company's financials 

and more. While B2B, B2C and B2G are 

traditional and established routes which com-

panies have been taking for many years, business 

dynamics keep changing and hence newer routes like C2C 

will keep coming by. C2C is more common today than before. B2B and 

B2C might be too short sighted a view of defining consumer behavior 

in these times. The marketing trends are also going towards one-to-one 

communications.

it’s all about h2h

Let's not consider B2B/B2C/B2G/C2C as busi-

ness models. Let's not treat them as if 

they are mutually exclusive and work in 

silos. Let's treat them as mere chan-

nels to reach out to the consumer. 

All or few of these channels can 

co-exist. Entrepreneurs and pro-

fessionals should come out of 

these walls of B2B, B2C, etc. One 

or more of these can co-exist in 

the same business. Instead, what 

one should focus is on the bigger 

picture. A smart professional is one 

who can balance the portfolio among 

these channels and create value for the 

business’ stakeholders.

So, let's not confuse ourselves and others with 

these classifications. Let's keep it simple. It’s all Human to 

Human or H2H. It’s for the people and by the people.

Manoj Agarwal 
Co- Founder  
XOXO Day

We always enjoyed people probing us and 
asking such questions. All these questions 
helped us improvise and fine tune our business. 
Sometimes people got confused and frustrated 
us with these questions. We faced questions 
from our employees and other stakeholders.
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big moves q1 2017

kPmg india appoints
Arun Kumar as Chairman & CEO

LIC appoints 
Hemant Bhargava as Managing Director

seBi appoints 
Ajay Tyagi as Chairman

MoBIkWIk appoints
Vineet Singh as Chief Business Officer

oLA appoints 
Vishal Kaul as Chief Operating Officer 

 FACEBook appoints
Rishi Raj Gupta as HR Head for India

ITC appoints
Sanjiv Puri as CEO

hinDuJa TechnoLogies appoints 
Kumar Prabhas as CEO
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A latest survey on corporate salaries in India across in-
dustries, forecasts an average hike of 9.5 percent in 
2017, according to an annual salary increase survey 

across over 1,000 companies, by Aon Hewitt, the global tal-
ent, retirement and health business of British insurer and 
risk management firm Aon Plc. The hike in salaries in 2016 
was 10.3 percent across the same universe of industries.

“Factors like a difficult economic environment and the 
pace of growth slowing are playing their part,” Anan-
dorup Ghose, partner at Aon Hewitt India, told Forbes In-
dia. While [the drop in pay hikes] is a marginal decrease 
from the 2016 spend, it reflects maturity that India Inc 
has displayed amidst global and Indian economic and po-
litical events. This includes, and is not limited to Brexit, re-
cent changes in the US government and the much-talked-
about demonetisation, the Aon Hewitt press release says.

“Political changes and economic headwinds have had an 
impact on business performance. However, the trend this 
year reflects a gradual slowing of pay increases and higher 
emphasis on productivity and performance – quite liter-
ally a ‘greying’ of salary budgets for India,” Ghose adds.

According to the survey, sectors such as life scienc-
es, professional services, chemicals, entertainment 
media, automotive and consumer products contin-
ue to project a double-digit salary increase for 2017.
While traditionally pay increases in India have not been affected 
by inflation rates, the significant drop in consumer price index 

increment trenDs

[CPI] over the last few quarters has also been 
a good opportunity for companies to manage 
their compensation budgets, the statement said.

According to the Aon Hewitt statement, re-
search shows that the segment of population 
that features as ‘high performers’ has fallen to 
7.5 percent -- the lowest number recorded in 
the 21 years of the salary increase survey in 
India. Consequently, the multiplier that India 
Inc offers to these employees continues to be 
high. At 1.8 times, India is one of the highest 
differentiators – the difference between the 
top and the worst performers -- across Asia.
 
2016 showed organisations taking a strong 
view towards performance differentiation and 
not only have bell curves become sharper, the 
pay differentiation between top and average 
performers has also increased, Ghose added.

The attrition rate in India was similar to 2015 at 
16.4 percent. While attrition was contained at 
a broader level, key talent attrition increased to 
12.3 percent in 2016 from 7.3 percent in 2015.

Aon Hewitt annual survey forecasts an average 
hike of 9.5% for 2017.

Life sciences, entertainment media, and consumer 
products could show a double-digit salary hike.

 Consumer Internet 
Companies

    Consumer Internet Companies

Life sciences

Professional Services

Chemicals

Entertainment Media

Automative/Vehicle 
Manufacturing

Consumer Products

Engineering/Manufacturing

ITeS

Hi Tech/Information 
Technology

12.4

11.3

10.9

10.3

10.3

10.2

9.9

9.9

97

10.3

Prof salary increase [ 2017 ]
Retail

RE &   Infrastructure

Hospitality & QSR

Telecommunications 
Services

Engineering 
Services

Energy [Oil/Gas/
Coal/Power]

Metals

Financial Institutions

Transportation/Logistics/
Shipping Services

Cement

9.4

9.2

9.0

8.9

8.9

8.9

8.5

8.1

8.0

7.6
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Tax administration 
Honoring the honest

farmers
Dedicated to twofold the income in 5 years

rural Population
Providing employment & basic infrastructure

youth
Energizing them through education, 
skills and jobs

infrastructure
For efficiency, productivity and quality of lifefinancial sector 

Growth & steadiness by stronger institutions

Digital economy 
For swiftness, answerability and transparency

Prudent fiscal management
To ensure optimal consumption of

resources and safeguard fiscal stability

The Poor and the underprivileged
Intensification of the systems of social security, 
health care and affordable housing

finance minisTer PresenTeD The union BuDgeT 2017 in. here are The key highLighTsBudget proposal was 
divided into 10 distinct themes

01
02

03

04
0506

07

08

09
10

To bring 1 crore 
households of 
poverty

Rs 48,000 cr 
has been 
allocated

Rs19,000 cr 
allocated

Rs 23,000 cr 
allocated

100% village 
electrification 
by May 2018

Rs 4,500 cr 
allocated

Human 
resource 
reform 
programme to 
be intiated

Rs 1,87,223 cr 
allocated

Mission 
Antyodaya MGNREGA

Prime Minister 
Gram Sadak 
Yojana

Pradhan Mantri 
Awas Yojana Electrification

Rural 
livelihood 
Mission

Panchayat 
Raj

Rural 
programmes

rurAL PoPuLATIon

farmers
credit Fixed at record level of Rs10 trillion

soil 
health
cards

Governement to set up mini-labs in 
Krishi vigyan Kendras

nABArD
Long term irrigation fund Corpus at 
Rs 40,000 crore

contract 
farming

Model law on contract farming to be 
circulated

dairy
processing

Dairy processing infra fund with 
corpus of Rs 8,000 crore corpus

micro
irrigation

Dedicated micro-irrigation fund with 
Rs. 5,000 crore corpus

farmers

Education: System of measuring annual learning outcomes, 
emphasis on science

Innovation fund for secondary education

Reforms in UGC: Colleges to be acknowledged based on 
ranking and given more autonomy

National testing agency to be established for all entrance 
exams, freeing up CBSE, AICTE and other bodies

100 Indian international skill centres to be established 
with courses in foreign languages

Special scheme for creating employment in leather/
footwear sector

youTh

Public service
Effective governance and efficient service delivery

through people’s participation

01

02

03

04

05

06

buDget
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PuBLic services

To use head 
post-office 
for passport 
services

Defence: 
centralized 
defence 
travel system 
developed

Defence: 
Centralized 
pension 
distribution 
system to be 
established

Govt 
recruitment: 
To introduce 
two-tier 
exam system

Govt looks 
to introduce 
laws to 
confiscate 
assets of 
economic 
defaulters

High-level 
panel chaired 
by PM to 
commemorate 
Mahatma 
Gandhi’s 
150th birth 
anniversary

01 02 03 04 05 06 India at cusp of massive 
digital revolution

Govt to intiate two new schemes to 
promote BHIM app, including cashback 
scheme for merchants

Aadhaar Pay to be launched for people 
who don’t have mobile phones

Panel on digital payments has 
recommended structural reforms

To create payment 
regulatory board at RBI

DigiTaL economy

Women: Mahila Shakti Kendras with Rs 500 crore corpus

Stepped up allocation to Rs 1.84 trillion for various 
schemes for women and children

New rules to be introduced for medical devices

Action plan to eradicate leprosy by 2018, TB by 
2025, reduce IMR to 29 in 2019

To create further PG medical seats per 
annum

Labour rights: Legislative reforms to simplify 
and amalgamate existing labour laws

Senior citizens: Aadhaar-based smart 
cards with health details to be provided

Poor anD unPriviLegeD

Foreign Invest-
ment Promo-
tion Board 
[FIPB] to be 
abolished

Commodities 
market: panel 
to study legal 
framework 
for spot and 
derivative 
markets

Cyber-security: 
Computer 
emergency 
response team 
to be set up

Listing of PSEs 
will foster public 
accountability; 
revised mecha-
nism for time-
bound listing

Pradhan 
Mantri Mudra 
Yojana: Lend-
ing target at 
Rs2.44 trillion

Stand-up 
India scheme: 
over 16,000 
new enter-
prises have 
been set up

financiaL secTor

fiscaL managemenT

Total budget 
expenditure: 
Rs21 trillion

01

Revenue 
deficit for 
FY18 at 1.9%

02

Rs3,000 crore 
to put into 
operation 
various budget 
announcements

03

Defence 
expenditure 
excluding 
pensions: Rs2.74 
trillion

04

Fiscal deficit 
for FY18 
pegged at 
3.2% of GDP

05

01 02 03 04 05 06
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infrasTrucTure

Personal income tax: To have 
simple one-page form for taxable 

income up to Rs5 lakh
05

Personal income tax: Rate reduced to 5% 
for income bracket of Rs2.5-5 lakh; All 

other categories to get uniform benefit of 
Rs12,500 per person; to levy surcharge on 

income bracket Rs50 lakh-Rs1 crore

06

Political funding: Maximum amount of cash dona-
tion that can be received is Rs2,000 07

Time period of revising tax returns 
reduced to 12 months 08

Transparency in political funding: 
Parties continue to receive anony-
mous donations; propose system of 
cleaning up

04

Black money: No cash transactions 
above Rs3 lakh03

Direct tax collection not commensurate 
with income/expenditure pattern of India02

LNG: Reduce customs duty to 2.5%01

Tax aDminisTraTion

Total capex and development 
expenditure of railways pegged 
at Rs1.31 trillion

Cleanliness in railways: To in-
troduce Coach Mitra facility; By 
2019, biotoilets for all coaches

Telecom sector: Allocation to 
Bharat Net programme at Rs 
10,000 crore

Railways: Passenger safety—
Safety fund corpus set up; 
unmanned level crossings to be 
eliminated by 2020

Railways to offer competitive 
ticket-booking facility; service 
charge withdrawn for tickets 
booked on IRCTC

Total allocation to transport 
sector at Rs 2 trillion

Roads sector: Allocation for 
national highways at Rs 64,000 
crore

Airports Authority of India Act 
to be amended to enable mon-
etization of land resources

Total allocation for infrastruc-
ture: Rs3.96 trillion
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We at PAMAC, Primarily focus on girl child as a part of 
our CSR activities. We empower the Millennial of our 
organization to effectively take an interest in the exercises 
that we undergo. 

the Alter ApproAch

By any check, the world is changing quicker than at any 

other time. Human numbers are becoming speedier, and 

the effect of our exercises is being felt in more ways. This 

change has significant ramifications for business, and implies that 

the universe of CSR - or how organizations react to society's de-

sires - is at the front line of this change. So it merits searching for 

what are the momentum patterns and where are they routing. 

Attitudes to business and its association with society are changed and 

molded by outside occasions. These can be exhibitions of social issues 

that generously change the environment inside which organizations 

work together, which are somewhat or completely brought on by busi-

ness exercises, or which organizations are likely accomplices in discov-

ering arrangements. Master specialists have a dream for how reason-

able business ought to work, and grow new thoughts, or increment 

ability on past experience, and actualize these inside the business. 

We at PAMAC, Primarily focus on girl child as a part of our CSR activi-

ties. We empower the Millennial of our organization to effectively take 

an interest in the exercises that we undergo. 

Outside organizations make a vision for the accomplishment of future 

objectives, and effectively select organizations and accomplices. So 

lately, the contribution of organizations in discovering approaches to 

meet the Millenial improvement objectives has been an example. 

Indeed, even organizations that work on a worldwide level are perceiv-

ing the estimation of local markets and supply chains. Likewise, CSR 

activities effectively endeavor to take part in exercises that advantage 

nearby groups and additionally create benefits for the company. Iden-

tified with these endeavors are endeavors at connecting with repre-

sentatives. 

As the issue of financial disparity ascends to the cutting edge of nu-

merous political civil arguments, so does the issue progressively press 

upon corporates. Acknowledgment of imbalances in pay and mon-

etary burden of workers is a pattern in more dynamic organizations. 

Raising the compensation rates of the most lowest earning workers 

is one of the top patterns in CSR. It's significant that not every one of 

these patterns are pulling in a similar route. Some of them may well 

end up having been a fleeting analysis, rapidly to be relinquished.
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The ‘’ The times of PAMAC ” quarterly magazine always provides 
very refreshing & real [not reel] perspective on diversified corporate 
topics through hands on experience of successful leaders from re-
nowned organizations ,most of the topics covered are indeed useful 
for all level of leaders including youngsters .

 I wish Team PAMAC for continued success & as  a reader every quar-
ter I eagerly look forward for the times of PAMAC magazine. 
  
Tarun samant     
CEO & Principal Officer  
Tata Motors Insurance Broking & Advisory Services Ltd 

one yeAr completion

First of all, congratulations for completing a success year in delivery 
something special & extra-ordinary. Your team is doing a great job and 
certainly bring a value to your target audiences. This past year, I’ve 
been an avid reader and one of contributor to Times of PAMAC as it 
charts the growing technology expansion into our world. The content 
has been actual in-depth insights which they do a good job of aggre-
gating and extraordinarily valuable.  Times of PAMAC is creating a new 
credential in the way Information technology & other work streams 
are represented across industries and continues to be my top-must 
reads. Congratulations to Times of PAMAC as it turns One!  

roman rafiq 
General Manager 
Global IT Infrastructure

“The Times of PAMAC is a reader’s delight as it engages them through 
a series of hot topics and key Industry trends, highlights business 
& leadership perspective while upholding the vision & values of 
PAMAC. What truly impresses me is the relevance of topics, quality of 
content, statistical analysis that is well presented and endorsed by a 
diverse set of Industry stalwarts that makes each edition a meaning-
ful read. Heartiest congratulations to the editorial team and the lead-
ership group at PAMAC for their efforts in collaborating and engaging 
with the Industry thereby building a strong organizational brand!”.

manish kotwani
Vice President – Human Resources
Sterling Talent Solutions

Congratulations to The Times Of PAMAC for their 1 year milestone. 
Looking forward to many more. Keep shining and enlightening us 
with wonderful inputs by industry stalwarts. Always looking forward 
to what’s in store in the next one. Wishing the entire team All the 
Best !

suraj narain
Vice President- HR
Axa Business Services
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As a part of our 2017 
diversification strategy 

we are now in L&D space. 
Request for brochure at 

L&d@pamac.com

Education I Corporate I Government
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India Post Payments Bank 
to start selling MF,insurance 
products by March 2018

IFCI cuts benchmark lending 
rate by 55 basis points

RBI caps bank exposure to 
REITs, InvITs at 10%

SBI Card starts charging Rs 
100 on small payments via 
cheque Withdrawal trend re-
verses in Jan Dhan accounts; 
deposits up Rs 1k cr

LIC to soon get bankers on board 
for managing lending operations

Digital transactions 
shoot up 23 times post 
note ban to 64 lakh

Warburg Pincus planning 
to sell 10% stake in Capital 
First

India's digital pay-
ments infra to grow 
three-fold in 2017: 
MeitY

Forex reserves down by $956.4 
million to $368.998 billion

Capital First to raise $50 
million from IFC

Federal Bank plans to sell 26% stake in 
its non-banking arm

Paytm partners with Genesis 
Luxury for payment gateways in 
India

RBI's tightening of PCA 
framework positive for 
banking sector: Icra

D E

DiD you miss it?
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our services

Credit Processing & 
appraisals [cPa]

CPA is one of the verticals where 
we provide the End to End 
services for Credit and Operations 
activity for various Products of 
Banking and Non Banking Sectors. 
Various products where we 
offer our services viz. Personal 
loan, Business loan, Auto loan, 
Education loan, TW loan, Loan 
Against property / Mortgage 
Loan, Commercial Vehicle & 
Home loan. We are flexible to 
execute the operations either 
from Client premises or PAMAC 
premises.

customer Profile 
validation [cPv]

CPV is one of the major vertical 
for PAMAC. Under CPV vertical, 
we provide various verification 
services like – Address Verification, 
Tele Verification, Document 
Verification etc. to Banking and 
Non- Banking Sectors, Insurance 
Sectors. We handle major volume 
of Credit Cards, KYC and Retail 
Assets Products including Personal 
loan, Business loan, Auto loan, 
Education loan, TW loan, Loan 
Against property / Mortgage Loan, 
Commercial Vehicle & Home loan 
etc.

Documents collection & 
reviews [Dcr]

Under PAMAC Document 
Collection and reviews, we 
conduct the following activities.

• Document Fulfillment for Retail  
Assets / Cards Application.
• Post Disbursement Document 
Collection.
• NACH, ECS Pick-up & Submission 
/ Activation.
• Liability KYC Document 
collection.
• Cheque Pick-up services.
• PMS [ Demat A/C ] Document 
fulfillment.
• Dealer Stock Audits.
• Vendor Audits.

Fraud & risk Control 
unit [frc]

Activities conducted under PFRC 
unit are as below:
• Employee Background Checks 
include Address Check,Education 
Check, Employment check, 
Reference Check,Criminal 
Background Check,Global 
Database Check, Drug Test  
• RCU Services have the below 
I. Screening & Sampling Process
II. Document Verification
• Seeding & Mystery shopping
• Dealer Stockyard Audit
• Investigation

TECHNOLO
CREDIT

PROCESSING
TRUST REVIEW

APPRAISAL TRANSACTIO
C

U
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COLLECTION
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Transaction 
Processing unit 
[TPu]

Transaction processing 
is one of the growing 
vertical in PAMAC. Under 
Transaction Processing 
unit we provide end to 
end backend services like 
– Applications processing, 
Scanning support, 
Payment processing, Cash 
and Cheque inter Bank  
reconciliation etc.

resource support & 
Payroll Processing

This service includes:

• Recruitment Support
• Statutory Compliances
• Training and Performance 
Reviews
• Employee Background 
Checks
• Payroll Management
• Infrastructure Support

collections service

Services offered for 
collections:

• Outbound Call Center
• Inbound Call Center
• Field / In person 
• Visits to Customer
• Management Information 
Services
• Collection Process 
Engineering and Designing
• Receipt Management 
Process 
• Audit Process

accounts firsT

Accounts FIRST service 
includes  Accounting 
Services  like Bookkeeping, 
Profit & Loss Statement, 
Balance Sheet Reporting, 
Cash Flow Analysis, All 
Accounts Reconciliation 
Reports, Transaction 
Processing Services,Fixed 
Assets Process Reports, 
Financial Analysis -Ratio 
Analysis, Credit Card 
Mapping and Reconciliation, 
Forensic Accounting. 
Furthermore services 
available in the lights 
of Compliance, Legal 
& Company Secretarial 
Services.

Learning & 
Development

• Education – In order to 
bridge the gap between 
what corporates expect 
versus what campuses offer 
we have various campus 
to corporate transition 
programs.

• Corporate – We are one 
stop shop for all learning & 
development interventions 
in behavioral, organization 
development & functional 
areas.

• Government – In addition 
to skill upliftment program, 
we are focused on the e 
learning module in the 
public space.
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PAMAC has Offices in 39 cities across 
India and covering 170 cities with 
HUB and SPOKE model. PAMAC is 
also expanding its presence in more 
Cities in India.

Corporate Office - Mumbai

Branches

our inDiA presence

39
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who Do you notice more?

Processing 2.5 Lacs 
Cheque instruments 

per month

15000 Document 
Verifications, 

40000 Field Verifications, 
10000 Tele Verifications 

per month

30000 Employee 
Background Checks

 per annum

1 Lac + Sales
 Fulfillments 

per annum

Processing of 150000 
Credit Card Applications 

per annum

Processing 2 Lacs of 
Micro Finance Loan Files

 per month worth 
250 Crores of value

spread across 39 
locations in india 

global presence
india, UAE

Wide National
 Network with 

reach of almost 
170 cities across India

Processing 58,000
Loan Files per month 
worth 2500 Crores 

of value

whAt mAkes us Different
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A Pre-Employment Background Check has become a subject of inevitability. 
There are no second thoughts that making a wrong hiring decision can  turn 

out to be a drastic situation for your company, employees and client base.

1 out 3 Resume’s 
misrepresent the 
facts.

9 % of applicants 
falsely claim about 

their college degree 
& 3 % have fake 

degrees

34% of application forms 
contain false informa-
tion about experience, 
education and aptitude to 
perform vital job responsi-
bilities.

15 - 24% Resume’s 
in India are fake.

100+ fake universi-
ties are in exis-
tence in India.

75% of IT secu-
rity incidents 
are caused from 
within the com-
pany and not by 
hackers.

01

02

07

06

03 46 % of all corpo-
rate fraud is inter-
nal and causes 50% 
of total loss.

05

04

reguLar checks 

Address checks
Education checks

Employment checks
Reference checks

sPeciaL checks 

Credit Check
Global databases Check
Drug Test-5 to 10 Panels
Criminal Background Check

employee bAckgrounD check - ebc
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engAge yourself

The smallest bones in the human body are 
found in your ear.

Nutrition Tips for a Healthy Summer

• Drink green tea instead of sweet tea
• Don’t skip breakfast
• Hydrate often
• Recover with a post-workout shake
• Enjoy summer fruits and veggies

Our greatest weakness lies in giving 
up. The most certain way to succeed 
is always to try just one more time. 

- Thomas A. Edison

heAlth tip
 

remeDy 

Beat Acidity

Cinnamon is good for your digestive health. It works as a natural 
antacid .

1. Add half a teaspoon of cinnamon powder in a cup of water.
2. Bring it to a boil and then allow it to steep for a few minutes.
3. Drink this cinnamon tea two to three times a day.
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GIVE WONDERFUL 
EXPERIENCES 
AS REWARDS TO 
YOUR EMPLOYEES, 
CLIENTS & 
BUSINESS PARTNERS! 

www.xoxoday.com |       business@xoxoday.com


